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From DAC

to tube
Our test field is as colorful as the selection of headphone amps:
it ranges from a compact discounter with USB DAC, through the audiophile
tube classic to a design object with individual equalization.
By Michael Lang and Ulrich Wienforth

O

nce, headphone amps were
plain analog devices with a
line input, a jack output, and
a power adapter. All that’s changed: in
addition to such classics, there are now
devices with S/PDIF inputs and/or a
USB port for PCs, and as well as mains

and USB-powered models there are
compact ones with a built-in battery for
mobile use. These days, if you’re looking for an amp for your portable, you
should choose a device with integrated
D/A converter, which is the only way to
circumvent a significant bottleneck: the
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analog output of a smartphone, tablet
or iPod. Even ‘home-use’, or stationary,
headphone amps increasingly come with
USB port over which they can accept
even high-resolution music data, so if
you’ve been scared of PC-based music
playback, now’s the time to try it: the

test Headphone amp
USB audio standard has matured so
much that problems are mostly a thing
of the past, whether you use a PC, a Mac
or a portable player.
Also worth looking for is a line output to connect the DAC to a HiFi system, either as a separate connection or
a fixed-level setting on the headphone
output, simply because you probably
don’t want to listen to music on headphones all the time. An analog input is
also desirable should you want to connect the amplifier to a tape output on
your main system, allowing you to use
your headphones for all sources.

Can be used as preamp

Some headphone amps also offer a “Pre
Out”: a volume-regulated signal able to
be connected directly with to a power amp
or active speakers. This variant can only
be considered if you use exclusively one
source – your PC over USB, or a CD player
or record player with phono preamp given
suitable inputs on the headphone amp.
What sounds better: tube or transistor,
analog or digital? These are fine details

concerning sound, whose significance
shrinks away in view of a completely
different question: should headphone
amps contain an equalizer to level the
headphone frequency response? Even
high-quality headphones have a rather
jagged frequency response, especially
in the important presence area, because
wavelengths of a few cm are subject to
interference between direct and reflected
sound waves in the chamber between the
headphones and the ear.
“Equalizer” is somewhat of an emotive term for our purist contemporaries, but since renowned high-end names
such as Linn, Meridian and Audionet
equalize their speakers using DSPs and
even take into account space acoustics,
maybe one should rethink frequency
response equalizers. What is good for
speakers should also be fine for headphones, right?

Individual equalization

For instance, Onkyo offers a smartphone
app for its “HF Player” with an integrated
equalizer offering optimal equalization
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 Even high-quality headphones – here the
DT 880 by Beyerdynamic – deliver a jagged
frequency response due to reflections between
sound source and the outer ear.

curves for diverse headphone models, and
HD-Klassik chooses a similar path with
its “Headphone Optimizer”, which we
tested here. The manufacturer fine-tunes
the device precisely with its – purely analog – equalizer, to suit the headphones of
the customer. This process influences the
sound so drastically that we really wanted
to know whether headphones really sound
better and more natural – or just different
– through the “Optimizer”.

REFERENZ SELECTION
APPROXIMATES THE IDEAL OF PERFECT CABLES AS CLOSELY AS NEVER BEFORE.

REFERENZ LS-2404

REFERENZ NF-2404: AIR HELIX CONSTRUCTION

“Without a doubt, in-akustiks LS-2404 is one of the best speaker
cables that STEREO has ever tested…”
stereo 01/2015

“The authentically innovative structure of in-akustiks new interconnect Referenz NF-2404 has propelled it right to the top of the
class.”
“Listening to this air cable will take your breath away!”
stereo 09/2015

When it comes to high-end applications, air is still the best insulator currently available as it achieves low capacities and low losses.
To meet this, in-akustik has designed a special clip. Inside the cable,
many of those clips are arranged to form a special helical support
holding two symmetrically arranged conductors freely in the air while
maintaining the exact distance to the shield.
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Portable DAC, roadproofed
In terms of sound, the dwarf played
way bigger than its size. Even with the
demanding Hifiman, it lacked only a little control, power, and precision on the
bottom end, while John Lee Hooker’s
voice was a tad too thick and the upper
ranges sounded slightly cloudy. However,
with the Sennheiser HD 800, the Mojo
sounded pitch perfect. It’s not cheap, but
it’s a delight!

Chord from the UK
has a battery-driven,
high-resolution DAC
and headphone amp
for mobile use.

Chord Mojo

C

hord has given the “Mojo” exclusively digital inputs, and aimed it
solidly at those disenchanted with
the skinny sound of the D/A converter
built into their smartphone or iPod. Portable players are usually connected via
the Mojo’s micro USB input: for an iOS
device you will also need Apple’s USB
camera adapter, for Android smartphones an OTG adapter – and a bit of
luck, because many older Android devices
do not support the USB host mode.
HiFi devices can be connected via the
optical or coaxial S/PDIF inputs, and of
course the USB port also accepts PCs: for
Windows, Chord offers a corresponding
driver – including Windows 10 – while as
usual Macs need no special driver. That
such a compact DAC accepts PCM signals up to 768 kHz and DSD up to 11.2
MHz is quite astonishing. The idea to
indicate the current speed via changes in
the color of the ball-shaped power control is pure genius, while the currently set
volume can be recognized by the color
of the volume keys.
The internal battery is charged via a separate micro-USB jack, again with an LED
changing color when charging is almost

completed: in our test, the battery lasted
about 8 hours when playing a mixed playlist. The Mojo can run two headphones
at the same time via the two mini jacks
and still have plenty of volume in reserve,
while if you want to use it on a Hi-Fi system, you can bypass the volume control.
The Mojo selects inputs automatically:
the priority is USB, is connected, then S/
PDIF coax, then optical.
Chord has milled the housing from a
massive aluminum block, which makes
the Mojo tiny, but substantial. The interior is very painstakingly and compactly
equipped, with the battery taking up
the most space. Connected to the circuit board with a print socket, it can be
replaced relatively easily.

HiRes also from portable

We tried the Mojo with portable players and PCs, and all connections worked
instantly and without problems. You can
also easily play high-resolution music
from iOS devices, even from Apple’s
music app. For DSD, FLAC, and other
sound formats not supported by Apple,
we recommend Onkyo’s “HF player” app
or for Android devices the excellent “USB
Audio Player Pro”.

about € 600
Dimensions: 8.2 x 2.3 x 6.2 cm (WxHxD)
Weight: 170 g
Warranty: 2 years
Contact: G8 & friends
Tel.: 02382/806018
www.chordelectronics.co.uk
Massive construction, comprehensive
equipment, and its sound a bargain even at
this price. A hot deal for „mobile users“ or
computer listeners.
MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Maximum output voltage
4.8 V
Distortion
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V
<0.01 | <0.01 | <0.01 %
Intermodulation
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V<0.01 | <0.01 | <0.01 %
Signal-to-noise ratio at 30 mV | 300 mV
81 | 99 dB
Upper cutoff frequency
>80 kHz
Output impedance
<1 Ohm
Input sensitivity for 1 V at output 
-19 dBFS
Timing error volume control up to -60 dB
0.1 dB
Battery life
ca. 8 hours
Lab comment: All values in extremely green range!
Noise and distortion extremely low. More than sufficient amp reserves.
EQUIPMENT

see table

SOUND QUALITY
PRICE/PERFORMANCE
 Exclusively digital inputs: S/PDIF optical
and as mini jack, USB micro, and a USB charge
connection for the battery

 The on/off switch changes colors depending on
the current sampling frequency: The Mojo accepts
PCM up to 768 kHz and DSD up to 5.6 MHz.
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VERY GOOD

85 %
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Four tubes for eternity
the imaginary stage, which is always a
bit tricky with headphones. And it has
that which the high-end circles always
demand: a lightness and effortlessness of
reproduction such that you sometimes
forget that you are listening to playback,
not a live performance. In this respect,
the Eternal Arts leaves the competition
assembled here in the dust.
Eternal Arts Twin type Pro
about € 2700 (as „Basic Line“ € 2000)
Dimensions: 13 x 11 x 31 cm (WxHxD)
Warranty: 3 years (except tubes)
Contact: Audiophile Gateway
Tel.: 0511/3746422
www.audioclassica.de

XLR and cinch inputs, XLR and jack output: the new Twin

Tube sound in terms of magic, lightness,
and speed but not sugar coded – just the
way we like it!

Type Professional by Eternal Arts can be used universally.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

D

r. Schwäbe’s Eternal Arts has
completed a new opus: the “Twin
Type Professional” replaces the
“Professional”, and introduces RCA
inputs in addition to the previous model’s XLRs, a gas-protected relay switching
between them. A balancing transformer
sits behind the XLR jacks and the volume
is set by the famous blue Alps potentiometer, while two triode pentodes are
responsible for amplification. Their output signal is decoupled at the cathode,
which is why they can make do without
output transformers, and two further
tubes stabilize the anode voltage. Two

headphones can be powered at the same
time: one via the jack, the other via a
four-pole XLR output.
Rather hidden within, but accessible
through the grid with long screwdriver,
there are two micro switches with which
the amp can be adjusted to low-impedance headphones starting from ca. 30
Ohm impedance. All components, inside
and out, are of select quality: the toroidal
transformer is magnetically shielded, the
full metal volume dial turns smoothly
and tightly, Sorbothane feet decouple
mechanical vibrations, and the goldplated inputs connections are made by
Neutrik. A wound, film-shielded power
cable is included.

Powerful even at “11:00”

 The toggle on top controls a relay to switch
between the cinch and XLR inputs.

Supplying sufficient volume is no problem for the “TTP”: from the CD player
via line-in, Sennheiser’s HD 800 already
sounds quite powerful enough even at the
11:00 position on the dial.
Schwäbe’s latest creation masters tonal
colors in its sleep, and also impresses with
its dynamics. Differences between different sources, in our case with and without
inserted converter, become very clear –
an indication of the outstanding resolution of this sophisticated specialist. But
it can do even more: it can even project
9 STEREO Magazine ISSUE 05

Maximum output voltage
5.3 V
Distortion
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V
0.09 | 0.01 | 0.03 %
Intermodulation
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V
0.01 | <0.01 | <0.01 %
Signal-to-noise ratio at 30 mV | 300 mV
59 | 78 dB
Upper cutoff frequency
>80 kHz
Output impedance
33 Ohm
Input sensitivity for 1 V at output 
122 mV
Timing error volume control up to -60 dB
0.3 dB
Power consumption
On | Standby | Idle
0 | - | 33 Watt
Lab comment: Very good
noise and distortion values
for a tube device – all measured in the high-impedance position.
AC phasing
on test unit

EQUIPMENT

see table

SOUND QUALITY
PRICE/PERFORMANCE

VERY GOOD

100 %
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The equalizer amp
The „Headphone Optimizer“ by
HD-Klassik doesn‘t just look
unusual: it linearizes the frequency
response of individual headphones

A

s the name suggests, HD-Klassik
is actually a high-resolution classical music label – but because
studio manager Ingo Schmidt-Lucas
could not find a headphone system that
sounded like the ’real thing’ during live
recordings, he designed his own headphone amp. The result is a model with a
six-band parametric equalizer plus bass
and high-frequency range controls, with
which he could equalize the frequency
response of the headphones.
Now he’s also selling it to customers
and, in order to determine manufacturing
tolerance, he has customers send in their
headphones so he can calibrate the “Headphone Optimizer” precisely to them.
However, it is not all that easy to measure an “objective” headphone frequency
response, not even with the artist’s ear.
Schmidt-Lucas thus calibrated his measuring apparatus to deliver a smooth frequency response if he subjectively feels
that the headphones sound like the acoustical signal – which he knows well enough

 Inputs in cinch and XLR

as sound engineer. As a result, the customer receives a headphone amp calibrated to the individual headphones with
the ears of the sound engineer, and with
practical thinking from pro use, too: a
headphone rest is integrated
and the cable of the headphones can be stuffed into
a chamber in the back.
The entire circuitry
including equalizer is
purely analog. The XLR
inputs are transformer-coupled
and you can switch to RCA using
a relay selector. The volume dial uses an
Alps potentiometer to control a resistor
network via a relay, and in the A2 version, equalization values for two different
headphones can be set – but they cannot
be operated at the same time.

gain, but as a “Hi-Fi listener” you may
have to listen a while longer and then
make a decision. In any case, the technical
aspect is exciting, and in our experience
the improvement is greater the worse the
headphones are – but it can still be heard
easily with top models.

HD-Klassik Optimizer A2
about € 4400 (as A1 with equalization
for only one pair of headphones € 3300)
Dimensions: 28 x 11 x 29 cm (WxHxD)
Warranty: 3 years
Contact: HD-Klassik
Tel.: 0211/30329-781
www.hd-klassik.com
An amp with equalizer hand-calibrated
for the headphones used. An exciting and
excellently implemented idea, even if purists
might have to get used to it.
Measurement results

Clearly elevated presence

The frequency response equalization kicks
in mainly in the presence range, since this
is where clear interference arises due to
reflections between the acoustic baffle of
the headphones and the ear. Our A2 was
calibrated to the Sennheiser HD 800 and
HiFiMan HE 1000, and the sound showed
obvious gains in presence after turning
the equalizer on, with voices (as found
in the radio drama ‘The heavens cover
everything in quiet’) having greater character. With a pair of Sennheiser HD 700,
which we listened to at CanJam last year,
we could hardly believe our ears – they
sounded so glazed, discolored, and spatially constrained without equalization.
In order to assess the quality of recordings, this is definitely a clearly perceptible
The „Active“ key turns
the equalizer on or
off. „Phones Select“
toggles between the
settings for two different headphones. 
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Maximum output voltage
9.1 V
Distortion
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V
0.01 | <0.01 | <0.01 %
Intermodulation
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V
<0.01 | <0.01 | <0.01 %
Signal-to-noise ratio at 30 mV | 300 mV
78 | 95 dB
Upper cutoff frequency
>80 kHz
Output impedance
1 Ohm
Input sensitivity for 1 V at output 
195 mV
Timing error volume control up to -60 dB
<0.1 dB
Power consumption
On | Standby | Idle
0 / - / 29 Watt
Lab comment: All values
top. The high power consumption during operation
is due to Class A operation.
AC phasing
on test unit

EQUIPMENT

see table

SOUND QUALITY
PRICE/PERFORMANCE

VERY GOOD

85 %
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Musical steal
from letting the bass become muddy –
it just throws up a bit less dust than is
generally possible.
All of this is definitely charming and
good for the long run, and nothing essential is missing in the reproduction. If you
want more, you belong in the class of
musical gourmets for whom cost is secondary: in this price range the V90 HPA
seems to have no competition.

For incredibly little money, Musical Fidelity offers a rock solid,
compact headphone amp with USB DAC.

M

usical Fidelity’s V90 line is a
family of compact accessory
products – including a phono
preamp, a Bluetooth receiver, and a
purely analog headphone amp – developed in England and manufactured in
Taiwan. The “HPA” here combines a
headphone amp with a USB DAC, and
with a line input you can, for instance,
connected to the tape out of an amp. If
you are operating a recorder, you can
instead connect it to the line out of the
HPA: it has fixed levels independent of
the volume dial and also outputs the
music fed in via USB – it is thus not a
pure loop-through output. If you mainly
operate the device as USB DAC, you can
also simply connect it via line out with a
free high-level input of your amp.
A further practical aspect of the design
is provision of headphone outputs on
both large and small mini-jack sockets:
the two can be used at the same time,
and even then the HPA will still supply
them with decent volume reserves, Musical Fidelity recommending this amp for
headphones with 10 to 600 Ohm impedance (or basically all of them!). With the

Analog input and USB port. You can connect for
instance a recorder to the fixed-level output. 

Sennheiser HD 800 for instance, when
being fed by a CD player it was already
quite powerful at the 11:00 setting of the
volume control potentiometer.
Via the USB port, the device accepts
PCM signals up to 24/96. and can thus be
used with a Mac or Windows PC without a special driver: as player software,
we recommend the Media Center by
JRiver, which outputs data up to 24/96
to the HPA at exactly the same original
sampling frequency down to the bit. Via
an OTG/USB camera adapter, the HPA
can also accept digital music from smartphones or iPod, and this all works without any problems. However, the DAC
does not accept “DoP” signals (i.e. DSD
over PCM)

Very solid workmanship

Despite the affordable price, the HPA is
housed in solid aluminum casework, with
a precise, encapsulated volume potentiometer and gold-plated RCA sockets; on
the inside, it is quite plain but very carefully designed. It receives its power from
an included external power adapter but
uses surprisingly little power.
The nuances and charm this compact,
affordable device can get from music
is also surprising: piano, female and
male voices from Suzanne Vega to the
Cologne local hero Gerd Köster, a big
opera by Puccini – the Musical Fidelity handles it all with ease. It masters
all musical styles, sounds spacious and
dynamic if a little rounded in the high
frequencies, and if it’s a tad juicier in the
bass range than the competition it’s far
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Musical Fidelity V90-HPA
about € 250
Dimensions: 17.2 x 4.7 x 10 cm (WxHxD)
Warranty: 2 years
Contact: Reichmann Audio Systeme
Tel.: 07728/1064
www.reichmann-audiosysteme.de
Again a price-breaker as is tradition with
this company. Cannot find better sound for
the money.
MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Maximum output voltage
2.3 V
Distortion
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V
0.01 | <0.01 | <0.01 %
Intermodulation
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V
<0.01 | <0.01 | <0.01 %
Signal-to-noise ratio at 30 mV | 300 mV
83 | 99 dB
Upper cutoff frequency
>80 kHz
Output impedance
47 Ohm
Input sensitivity for 1 V at output 
585 mV
Timing error volume control up to -60 dB
<0.1 dB
Power consumption
On | Standby | Idle
0 | - | 1.9 Watt
Lab comment: Amp with extremely low noise. The
analog input could be a bit more sensitive, the output
at lower impedance.
EQUIPMENT

see table

SOUND QUALITY
PRICE/PERFORMANCE

OUTSTANDING

76 %
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Biamping for headphones

Two versions of the CMA 800 R by Questyle can be
operated in dual mono mode. But there is also a stereo
mode for a single version.

T

hey say only mass-produced wares
come from China, but this headphone amp has a processing and
component quality that can hardly be
topped; an extra-heavy housing from
extremely tight-fitting massive aluminum
components; and a toroidal transformer
custom-made product by the Canadian
manufacturer Plitron. Then there are the
arsenals of electrolytic capacitors in the
power supply, WIMA condensers, relays
for switching inputs – and all put together
and wired with love.
The blue Alps potentiometer for volume
control is smooth as honey and absolutely precise – this has the feel of the best
of the best – while recently Questyle has
been offering all models – including the
D/A converter, pure preamp, and a 5-GHz
wireless system – as „special edition“ with
ceramics circuit boards which is supposed
to completely suppress current leakage.
On request, you can even a CMA 800 with
three instead of four feet.

Mono mode: quadruple power

The CMA 800 is a purely analog headphone amp without DAC function.
„CMA“ stands for Current Mode

Amplifier, a special combination of current and voltage amp stages supposed to
avoid in particular TIM distortions, with
the output stages work in pure Class A.
In the dual mono mode, the headphones
are connected via classical three-pole XLR
plugs which each carry one mono signal,
with each output having twice the voltage
available and thus four times the power.
But even in normal stereo operation, a
single CMA 800 R is more than loud
enough, even with somewhat less sensitive
headphones and even if two headphones
are operated at the same time. In addition,
the device can also be used as a preamp:
the preamp output is volume controlled
and can feed directly into a power amp or
active speakers.
We used the Questyle as headphone
amp with Sennheiser HD 800 and Hifiman HE 1000. More than any other amp
in the test field it made the differences
between the two headphones clear. Precise and analytical side, it revealed details
hidden by the other participants. In particular with the HD 800 it could sound a
trace sober at times, but delivered more
and more detail in the recordings, making
the occasional singing and humming of

Tommy Kotter in „Like Someone In Love“
both fascinating and easy to understand.
The detail and tightness of the bass was
exemplary, with only the swing of the
music slightly better delivered by the tube
faction here. In fact, the way the Questyle
put up so strong a showing as a minimalistic preamp, with a tactile quality otherwise hard to find for this price, means one
may have to let go of some prejudices:
high-end from China? Can do!

Questyle CMA 800 R
about € 2000
Dimensions: 33 x 5.6 x 21 cm (WxHxD)
Warranty: 2 years
Contact: NT-Global, Tel.: 0421/70508619
www.nt-global.de
Superb workmanship, versatile, sound
neutral and detailed – more than a fine
alternative which enriches the market.
MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Maximum output voltage
7.6 V
Distortion
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V
0.01 | <0.01 | <0.01 %
Intermodulation
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V
0.02 | <0.01 | <0.01 %
Signal-to-noise ratio at 30 mV | 300 mV
66 | 87 dB
Upper cutoff frequency
40 kHz
Output impedance
<1 Ohm
Input sensitivity for 1 V at output 
172 mV
Timing error volume control up to -60 dB
0.1 dB
Power consumption
On | Standby | Idle
0 | - | 13 Watt
Lab comment: Consistently decent to good values.
It does not exactly have a
high bandwidth – but 40 kHz should be enough.
AC phasing
on test unit

EQUIPMENT

see table

SOUND QUALITY
PRICE/PERFORMANCE
 Inputs on RCA and XLR, one XLR input for dual mono operation and one preamp
output to connect to power amps or active speakers
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EXCELLENT

98 %
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Speaker terminals, too!
passion, tempo, lightness, and a sure feeling for the „nod factor“ perfectly.
The demanding, extremely high-quality sound of the HifiMan HE 1000 formed
a perfect symbiosis with this Italian. The
option of also being able to drive speakers makes the price more relative as does
the extension specification – including
that calibration tool.

Synthesis Roma 41 DC+
A headphone amp to can drive speakers if need be? Meet the
Synthesis Roma 41 DC+

S

ynthesis is an Italian tube specialist, its „Roma“ line including
a phono preamp, power amp, a
DAC, and even a CD player all using
tube technology. The eye-catcher is the
use of real wood front-panels, available
in black, brown, or red, and the Roma 41
DC headphone amp is available with two
pairs of analog line inputs or – as in our
test – with one line, one optical S/PDIF,
and one USB host port to connect to PCs.
And apparently it can even drive speakers. Really? Well, we tried it with quite
normal bass-reflex Canton floorstanding
speakers and were able to achieve a very
decent volume at the 12:00 position of the
volume potentiometer. This is achieved
not through abundant output power but
mainly as a result of large voltage gain,
which also means headphones like the
Sennheiser HD 800 already sound quite
powerful by nine o’clock on the volume
control – whether using a CD player via
line, or USB.
Unique to the Roma 41 is the „Best
Load System“: pressing the „Test“ key

 A headphone amp which can also drive
speakers – if they are efficient enough. Left USB
and S/PDIF input

briefly allows the amp to determine the
impedance of the connected headphones
automatically and adjust to it, Synthesis
recommending headphone impedances
of 16 to 600 Ohm.
On Macs, the USB port of the Roma is
recognized automatically and it can process PCM signals up to 384 kHz speed
and DSD up to 5.6 MHz, while for Windows, Synthesis provides a corresponding driver, and with suitable player software you can also send music via ASIO
to the Roma DAC. Smartphones also
have no problem recognizing the Synthesis converter via the corresponding
adapter; it will accept, for instance, DSD
at up to 5.6 MHz from the „USB Audio
Player Pro“ app.

Tubes by Valvo

The workmanship of the Roma 41 is
clean both outside and inside, with extraheavy steel sheet housing, gold-plated
sockets, toroidal transformer, blue Alps
potentiometer and metal film resistors.
The amplification comes from two Valvo
ECL 82 tubes, coupled via output transformers, while the D/A converter chip
comes from AKM.
There are no complaints about the
sound quality of this rather exotic Italian: Its reproduction of saxophones or
violins makes your hair stand on end
from the first measure, and its feel for
rhythmical structures is extraordinary. It
appears to unify the sound characteristics
which people often associate with Italian
and English components – sweetness and
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about € 2990 (as Roma 41 DC without
digital inputs € 2290)
Dimensions: 26 x 9.5 x 39 cm (WxHxD)
Warranty: 2 years
Contact: Envogue Audio
Tel.: 02436/382850, www.envogue-24.de
Designed to be independent and versatile,
the Roma not only can drive just about every
pair of headphones but also replace a power
amp. Try it!
MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Maximum output voltage
9.2 V
Distortion at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V 0.4 |0.04 | 0.08 %
Intermodulation
at 30 mV | 300 mV | 1 V
0.03 | 0.02 | 0.07 %
Signal-to-noise ratio at 30 mV | 300 mV
52 | 69 dB
Upper cutoff frequency
70 kHz
Output impedance
87 Ohm
Input sensitivity for 1 V at output 
30 mV
Timing error volume control up to -60 dB
0.5 dB
Power consumption
On | Standby | Idle
0 / - / 52 Watt
Lab comment: The distortion values and especially
the signal-to-noise ratio
could be a bit better. Very sensitive input, very large
output impedance.
AC phasing
on test unit

EQUIPMENT

see table

SOUND QUALITY
PRICE/PERFORMANCE

VERY GOOD

98 %
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Conclusion
Michael Lang

Managing editor

T

his comparison of headphone amps was
comprehensive, and time-consuming – but
at least easy on the back, as the weight of the
tested devices was, without exception, quite
reasonable. However, the variety of operating

possibilities – some models with a DAC, some
without, single-ended or balanced operation
¬– required time and diligence in order to yield
reliable information for you.
Notable was that the smallest participant, the
Chord Mojo, is sturdier than all other participants
in its compact and super robust housing – even
a fall would likely not slow it down – while he
Musical Fidelity as cheapest candidate defines the
top for price/performance ratio, of course, without
making the other amps look overpriced. But then
a comprehensive specification and sophisticated
housings as in the Questyle and Roma, or production in high-wage as like for the Eternal Arts and
HD Klassik made in Germany, simply costs more

(although the Chord bucks this trend, being both
comprehensively equipped and made in England!).
The fact that all these devices except the Chord
and Musical Fidelity are produced in small numbers, on a craft rather than industrial level, does
not make things cheaper, but the consistently high
production standards and sound quality should
help you forget about the sometimes significant
investment – for a devices whose lifespan will
likely be measured in decades. But the HD-Klassik
deserves a special mention with its parametric
equalizer calibrated precisely to the buyer’s own
headphones: while this requires some cost for
shipping and leaves retailers out of the picture, it
is an exciting approach for perfectionists.

Ausstattung Kopfhörerverstärker
Chord Mojo

Eternal Arts
Twin Type
Professional

HD-Klassik
Headphone
Optimizer A2

Musical
Fidelity
V 90-HPA

Questyle
CMA 800 R

Synthesis
Roma 41 DC+
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l/l

l/l

l/–

l/stereo + mono

l/–
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1x6. mm/–

Pre-outs cinch/XLR

–

–

–

–

l/–

–

Line outs cinch/XLR

–

–

–

l/–

–

–

l/l/–

–

–

–

–

–/l/–

384 kHz/5.6 MHz

–

–

–

–

384 kHz/–

USB micro

–

–

USB B

–

USB B

768 kHz/11.2 MHz

–

–

96 kHz/–

–

384 kHz/5.6 MHz

Power supply

Recharg. battery

Internal power
supply

Outlet power supply

Internal power
supply

Internal power
supply

Included equipment

Charging cable

Internal power
supply
shielded power
cable, manual
switchable for high
or low impedance
headphones

Instructions

Power supply,
manual

Instructions

–

individual equali-zation for two
headphones

–

switchable to dual
mono operation
with 2 CMA 800

Speaker outputs,
automatic load
adjustment

Analog inputs cinch/XLR
Headphone outputs cinch/XLR

S/PDIF inputs coax/optical/XLR
max. S/PDIF resolution PCM/DSD
USB port
max. USB resolution PCM/DSD

Display of sample
frequency via color
LEDs

Other

Already tested: Other recommended headphone amps
FiiO Kilimanjaro 2

Marantz HD-DAC1

Lehmann Linear D
about € 1250
Audiophile headphone amp
with optical and coaxial S/
PDIF input – and the blue
Alps potentiometer.

about € 800
Headphone amp with USB
and S/PDIF DAC, high
resolution for PCM and DSD
files. Can also be used
as preamp.

iFi iCan nano
about € 200
Compact, purely analog
headphone amp with battery
for portable use. Optional
power supply.
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about € 80
Analog headphone amp
with exchangeable battery
for portable player.
Very good workmanship
despite low price.

